How Would You Like Us to Personally Walk You Through the Exact
Plan of Action Our Clients Who Have a Diabetic Condition Use to
Completely Alleviate Their Symptoms and Increase Their Overall
Quality of living…Absolutely for free?
From the Desk of: Chris James
Dallas, Texas

Let's talk about RESULTS for a second.

Everyday our clients visit our Facebook group raving about their wins.
Such wins include the following:


Lowering their blood pressure



Lowering their A1C



Losing weight they've been trying to get rid of for years



Reducing or eliminating their medications

In the past 12 months A Healthy Alternative has helped hundreds of people
drastically improve their diabetic conditions.
The one question you should ask yourself is, "Do I want to be in that number in
2019?"
If the answer is YES, then I'd love to share with you how we've been able to get these
kinds of results along with how you will be able to as well. As I mentioned before I'd
like to share it with you for free.
Here's how it works.
Right now, you probably can identify with one of the following:


You don't want to restrict your food choices, but you still want to get
healthy. They say you can't teach an old dog new tricks. It's hard to find new
dishes that are enjoyable and also healthy.

OR...


You want to lose weight. You've been trying to eliminate that extra 40, 50, or
even 100lbs for the past decade, but because of health challenges and lack of
understanding it's been an uphill struggle. Often times you may find that
friends and family criticize you for not putting forth the effort even though
you truly are which makes it more stressful.

OR...


You've been told you can manage your condition with medication, but you
want to get rid of all medications completely. The reality is you can feel your
body deteriorating every day. What's worse is while the meds help keep your
numbers somewhat in line they are also negatively affecting other parts of
your body. This means your quality of living is dramatically decreasing with
time.

Which of these sound more like you?
The good news is we are ready to share with you a plan that will help you achieve
your health goals regardless of whichever scenario best describes you today.

...and we'll do it for FREE.

Consider this:
These are the kinds of results that we are getting for our clients every single day and
if we can do it for them, why can't we do it for you?

Here's How to Get Our Help for Free...

We set aside some time to speak to you over the next few days.

We will speak over the phone for about 45 minutes. During the call we will lay out a
plan to help you meet your health goals.

This plan is going to enable you to reach your health goals this year…and then blow
right past them.
It's a bold promise, but after generating hundreds of results like this for other
people, I feel very comfortable making this promise to you.
The plan we create together will be simple, clear, and light years ahead of anything
you've heard from conventional sources.

After all, we're one of the fastest-growing Alternative Health Solutions currently
available for a reason.

Our action plans work! And we know that if we work together and you remain
coachable, decisive, and resourceful there is no limit to what you can achieve in
your personal health journey.

This invitation is going out to over 10,000 people right now. As you can imagine, it's
going to create a huge response.
That's why you want to read this next part carefully:
This is NOT for Everybody. Here's who I can help.
I'm very particular about who I'll speak with, and I have a strict (but reasonable) set
of criteria that needs to be met in order for us to proceed:

1. You must have an open mind.
Ask yourself this, if conventional wisdom has been pointing you in the right direction
why does it feel like you're on a hamster wheel getting nowhere fast? Every day you
become just a litter sicker than the day before. As I see it we as a society seem to be
digressing. Over 100 million Americans are dealing with diabetes and the number is
ever growing. So if deep down you've been dealing with that lingering thought, that
something just isn't right about what you are being taught as it pertains to healing
your condition, great! Lets really expand on that thought.

But, if you're convinced that the answer you seek lies in the bosom of conventional
teaching we probably wouldn't be a good fit. We will look at some conventional
methods, but the mass majority of the information will come from an
unconventional standpoint.

2. You must be an action taker who follows directions. That means you're
coachable, decisive, and resourceful ( don't worry you'll never be asked to do
something we haven't done ourselves.)

Maintaining a 100% success rate is very important to me. That being said you have to
be committed to the process. Please be someone who is interested in sticking
through until the end of the process and is serious about results. You've been dealing
with this issue for far too long, so if you're ready to see true long lasting change, let's
do it!
That's it - if you meet both of those requirements you are ready to get started.
Here's what to do next:
Head over to https://ahealthyalternative.org/apply and you'll see our calendar. Select
whatever appointment time works best for you.

Once you scheduled an appointment you will be transferred to our quick application
form. It's very fast and unobtrusive. I just need to know what form of diabetes you're
dealing with, the medications you're on, and what potential outcome you would like
to attain.

That's it!

The initial call will be 45 to 60 minutes, and it will be the best time you've ever spent
working on your health.

Warning - Time Is A Factor!!

This invitation is going out to over 10,000 people today and there is only so much
time available on the schedule.
As much as I would love to work with everyone that is interested there is only so
much available time. This means appointments are on a first come first served basis.

If you feel like this is the right opportunity for you, click here, leave your application,
and let's map out your health plan together.

I'll speak to you soon,

Chris James

